
  Commercial 



A wide selection of projects have featured 

within some of the country’s largest commercial 

developments.

/ Newbury Racecourse

/ Exchange Court, Manchester

/ Westminster

/ 

/ Kelvin Hall Street, Glasgow

/ Legoland, Windsor

We are committed to providing high quality 

worksurfaces and unrivalled customer services.

We have an established reputation for quality 

with a commitment to the environment and social 

accountability. Further developments have been 

put in place to monitor our carbon foot print 

and a waste recycling programme helping our 

commitment to the environment. 
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Established in 1996, Sheridan Fabrications Ltd is the 
leading supplier of premium worksurfaces in the UK. We 
offer the most comprehensive range of surface materials, 
all manufactured under one roof, for ultimate quality control. 
Our unrivalled product portfolio includes solid surface, natural 
and man-made stone, each designed to complement a wide 
range of applications. Every surface is carefully crafted and 
installed by our team of experts, from concept to completion 
you can be sure your project is in safe hands.

Commercial



Suitable applications include:

/ Kitchen worktops

/ Reception areas

/ Waiting areas

/ Servery counters

/ Vanity units

/ Wall cladding

/ Bars

Key features:

/ Seamless joints

/ Never permanently stains

/ Formable

/ Repairable

Whether working hard on an easy-care worktop or 
enduring as a decorative wall design, Corian® is the 
embodiment of grace under pressure. Welcoming shape, 
pattern, light and technology, this high tech surface is 
comfortable in all kinds of environments, interior or exterior, 
humid or dry, hygiene-critical or high traffic.

Corian®  
Solid Surface

Designer White Dove Light Ash Bone
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Extensive colour range, please contact 

us for more details.



Suitable applications include:

/ Reception areas

/ Kitchens

/ Servery counters

/ Vanity units

/ Wall cladding

Key features:

/ Strong and durable

/ Non porous and hygienic

/ Stain, heat and scratch resistant

/ No sealing

/ Uniform colour

Silestone® Quartz worksurfaces are made from 93%  
quartz with the remaining 7% polymer resin. With the look 
and feel of granite, Silestone has a much more consistent 
and solid colour. Available in a wide range of colours, 
mirror flecks and a range of finishes.

Silestone®  
Quartz

White Platinum Chrome Eternal Marquina Bianco Norte
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Extensive colour range, please contact  

us for more details.



Suitable applications include:

/ Kitchen worktops

/ Reception areas

/ Servery counters

/ Bars

/ Vanity units

/ Wall cladding

/ Tiles

Key features:

/ Strong and durable

/ Scratch resistant

/ Non porous and hygienic

/ Stain and heat resistant

/ No polishing or sealing

/ Uniform colour

Apollo® Quartz is made from 93% quartz, one of the 
hardest naturally occurring materials. Apollo® Quartz is 
highly durable yet offers extraordinary design opportunities 
and provides the same luxurious look and feel as granite.

Apollo®  
Quartz
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Cement Sand Lyskam White Astro Black Chiffon White

Extensive colour range, please contact  

us for more details.



Granite, earth’s toughest and most beautiful natural stone, 
offers timeless beauty. The smooth gloss finish adds luxury 
and finesse yet is easily maintained and scratch resistant 
making it hygienic and a popular choice for commercial 
applications. Used with care it will continue to add a touch 
of opulence for a lifetime.
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Suitable applications include:

/ Kitchen worktops

/ Reception areas

/ Servery counters

/ Bars

/ Vanity units

/ Tiles

Key features:

/ Unique and random natural veining and swirls 

/ Aesthetically pleasing

/ Easy to clean and maintain

/ Ideal for commercial applications

/ Extremely hard wearing

Apollo® 
Granite

Ivory White Viscon White Steel Grey Nero Absoluto

Extensive colour range, please contact  

us for more details.



The natural beauty of wood transcends over time and 
its enduring character adds warmth and style. Certain 
species within the solid timber range are ideally suited for 
laboratories due to its inherent resistance to acid attack.
This is as a result of their naturally occurring high oil content 
within the material.

Apollo® 
Wood

Suitable applications include:

/ Kitchen worktops

/ Reception areas

/ Waiting areas

/ Classroom laboratories

Key features:

/ Traditional lab surface

/ Manufactured to a silky smooth finish

/ Impact resistant

/ Damage can be sanded away, leaving the 

surface good as new

/ More hardwearing than laminate

/ FSC accredited

Iroko Oak Beech Walnut

Extensive colour range, please contact  

us for more details.



Suitable applications include:

/ Kitchen worktops

/ Reception areas

/ Servery counters

/ Vanity units

/ Bars

Key features:

/ Available in modular or made to measure sizes

/ Install yourself - free training

/ Inconspicuous, unobtrusive and seamless joints

/ Seamless sinks available

/ Easily to clean and maintain

/ Non porous and impact resistant

/ Easily repaired

Apollo® Slab Tech is a 20mm and 30mm solid surface, 
exclusively from Sheridan. Having all the attributes of 
solid surface, but with the highly desirable appearance of 
quartz, Apollo® Slab Tech is a unique product in today’s 
luxurious worksurface market.

Apollo® Slab Tech 
Solid Surface

Polar White Snowflake Sea Mist Satin Grey
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Extensive colour range, please contact  

us for more details.



Apollo® Magna solid surface worktops are stain, water  
and impact resistant and offer seamless joints with the 
added benefit that any offending marks and scratches 
can be simply ‘polished out’. Constructed of 6mm solid 
surface, Apollo® Magna provides the look and feel of high 
end solid surface, but with reduced cost, ideal for a project 
with limited budgets.

Apollo® Magna 
Solid Surface
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Suitable applications include:

/ Kitchen worktops

/ Reception areas

/ Waiting areas

/ Servery counters

/ Vanity units

/ Wall cladding

/ Bars

Key features:

/ Available in modular or made to measure sizes

/ Install yourself - free training

/ Solid 6mm, homogeneous and non-porous

/ Difficult to stain

/ Easy to clean and maintain

/ Warm and inviting to the touch

/ Excellent impact resistance

/ Inconspicuous, unobtrusive and seamless joints

Moonrock Coffee Melange Pastel Frost

Extensive colour range, please contact  

us for more details.



Suitable applications include:
/ Kitchen worktops
/ Reception areas
/ Servery counters
/ Vanity units
/ Bars

Key features:
/ Large translucent chips, 5x the size of Quartz
/ Environmentally conscious composition
/ Similar strength & resistance to Quartz
/ Stain & heat resistance
/ Strong and durable
/ Non porous and hygienic

Apollo ® Recycled Glass is a new Quartz style worktop
exclusively from Sheridan. Comprised of 70% recycled
glass chips & crushed glass, this stunning new material 
has taken 2019 by storm, proving itself popular both with 
property developers, and the retail market.
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apollo®

recycled glass

blue star

apollo®

recycled glass

grey shell

apollo®

recycled glass

apollo®

compact

Apollo ® Compact is our most affordable luxury surface ever.
A solid grade laminate in a slimline 12.5mm profile, Compact
is self supporting, highly durable, and perfect for worktops,
cladding & shelving. 

Apollo®

Recycled Glass

Apollo®

Compact

Suitable applications include:
/ Kitchen worktops
/ Cladding
/ Shelving
/ Panelling
/ Bars

Key features:
/ 12.5mm Slimline profile
/ Black, White or Grey core
/ Easy to cut & install on-site
/ Stain & heat resistance
/ Strong and durable
/ Non porous and hygienic/ Wetrooms

Golden Campino Piazza Blanco Marble White Peak Stone Gris
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Apollo ® Ceramicá is a next generation material. A sintered 
stone, made of 100% natural minerals, Ceramicá is

unmatched in terms of performance, boasting impressive
durability and resistance against heat, abrasion, impact,
chemicals, UV & staining.

Apollo®

Ceramicá
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Suitable applications include:
/ Kitchen worktops
/ Reception areas
/ Waiting rooms
/ Servery counters
/ Commercial kitchens
/ Wall cladding
/ Bars

Key features:
/ Heat resistant to all domestic uses
/ Cut & prepare food directly without damage*
/ Three finishes - Polished, Satin & Honed
/ Chemically treated, no need to reseal
/ Easy to clean and maintain
/ Excellent impact resistance
/ 100% Pure mineral composition
/ Full bodied material

Pearl Sand Coffee Sea Jet Beige Sand

Extensive colour range, please contact  
us for more details.

apollo®

ceramicá 
consistent, beautiful, fully recyclable, and completely

/ Outdoor dining
/ Heavy traffic areas

*Honed & Satin finishes only.

/ 16 natural colours to choose from
/ Veined styles available



Apollo Lab20® is a solid surface laboratory worksurface for 
the high demands of the Education and Healthcare Sector. 
Apollo Lab20® is a 20mm thick solid surface and being 
homogeneous with a high chemical resistant, gives all the 
benefits of solid surfacing at a reduced cost.

Apollo Lab20® 
Solid Surface
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Suitable applications include:

/ Kitchen worktops

/ Classroom laboratories 

/ Commercial laboratories 

/ Dental surgeries 

/ Healthcare environment

/ Hygiene sensitive areas

Key features:

/ Available in easy to install blanks or 

fabricated sections 

/ Seamless joints 

/ Seamless sinks available 

/ Easily maintained and repaired 

/ Non porous 

/ Aesthetically pleasing 

/ High impact resistance 

/ Graffiti resistant 

/ 20mm solid material 

/ High chemical resistance 

/ Class 1 fire rating

Polar White Snowflake Sea Mist Satin Grey
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Further colours available, please contact 

us for more details.



Suitable applications include:

/ Kitchen worktops

/ Dental consulting rooms and surrounding 

environments

/ Commercial laboratories

/ Healthcare environment

/ Hygiene sensitive areas

Apollo® Dentop™ is a solid surface worksurface specially 
designed for Dental Laboratories. Apollo® Dentop™ is 
13mm solid surface with 38mm front edge, giving the 
appearance of a 38mm thick worksurface with 160mm 
coved upstands.

Apollo® Dentop™ 
Solid Surface
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Moonrock Pastel Grey Shale Nordic

Key features:

/ Available in fabricated sections or made to 

measure

/ Highly chemical resistant

/ Seamless sinks available

/ Easily maintained & repaired

/ Excellent impact and graffiti resistance

/ Non porous

/ Inconspicuous, unobtrusive and seamless joints

Further colours available, please contact 

us for more details.



www.sheridan-uk.com 

E. sales@sheridan-uk.com

T. 0845 618 2800

F. 0845 618 2824

Sheridan Fabrications Ltd

New Sheridan House

Don Pedro Avenue

Normanton WF6 1TD
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